
Diagnostic Data & AI Workshop

of Artificial Intelligence projects

generate no ROI

70 %

of Comexes believe that Data is a 

strategic advantage

80 %

of the success of an AI project is

related to good preparation!

80 %
Will my

Enterprise AI 

project be a 

success?

…your Enterprise AI project will take off
• with good governance,

• with robust, new generation tools,

• with experienced Data Scientists,

• and with managed services to ensure continuous

improvement.
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Find the Value hidden in your data! 
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Find the value in your data with Diagnostic Data & AI

✓ Find a Quick Win to facilitate the deployment of your project

✓ Identify new growth and savings opportunities

✓ Innovate through the good use of the data

✓ Free up twice the time to focus on interpretation of results

Dynacentrix translates your business need into a Data Science need

and helps you evaluate your Quick Win

Experts in Artificial Intelligence and Operational Excellence

We assist you with your projects in:

Data Science as a Service - Enterprise AI - Big Data - Industry 4.0 –Continuous Improvement

➢ We validate a Quick Win with you before the project is deployed

➢ We guarantee the quality of your results

➢ Deploy twice as fast

➢ SIMPLY-AI  new generation data analysis, Machine Learning & Deep Learning

➢ Our high-performance Data Science solutions are robust and based on industry standards

➢ Become autonomous on tools and models using our 80 training modules

Our Expertise

Our added value


